
Ceiling feature is to be WAFFLE BLADES geometric ceilings from SUPAWOOD.

Blade Finish Type is to be [SUPAFINISH/ SUPAVENEER, (delete as required)] and panel finish colour is to be  
[…………..]

Blade edge to be [matching  edge, Natural MDF edge, (delete as required)] and to be 18mm thick.

Blade angle to be ……….. [60 to 90 degree intersection].  Extra diagonals required to create triangles (delete if not  
required).  

Grid spacing to be ………. [300mm to 1200mm] with grid depth to be …….. [100mm minimum] /as shown on  
drawings.

To be supplied with [no backing/ 12mm SUPABAB acoustic backing in sheets of 2400x1200, backing in a solid or  
acoustic panel in ………………… finish (delete/ specify/ refer to drawings as required)], with an access option (delete if  
not required).  

Blades to be supplied from the factory ready to install, any shaping etc to be done in the factory and factory  
finished

Fixing System to be concealed as per Supawood’s recommendation for Waffle Blades.

Panels to be Fire Group 3 / 2  [delete as required] per BCA Specification C1.10 clause 4. 

[delete this paragraph if not required] Panels are to be FSC or PEFC certified. Documentary evidence in the form of  
an invoice with each line item annotated with the PEFC/FSC content and supplier’s chain-of-custody number must  
be provided to the project superintendent for project completion.

System as a whole is to have a minimum of 10 years warranty by the manufacturer. 
Proof of validity of manufacturer’s warranty is to be provided to the superintendent before practical completion.

Panels are to be installed in accordance with SUPAWOOD’s proprietary Installation Instructions and AS/NZS 2785.

Installation to be done by a Supawood Certified ceiling and partition contractor.

Please contact Supawood on 1800 002 123 or info@supawood.com.au if you have any questions, queries or 
suggestions.
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